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Protests by Arabs and Jews in Israel

“We
staged
a
non-violent
demonstration here to get the message
Analysis and reports from Jewish Peace News
against the military’s violence across,”
he added.]
There is a video of the arrest (in
Hebrew) and it clearly shows them
being ordered to move to the sidewalk,
doing so, and then being arrested
anyway . They were held for an unprecedented three days before being
charged, and in the meantime activists’
homes have been entered, computers
have been taken, and even additional
arrests have been made by the police.
The Anarchists have been one of the
most effective groups working against
the Occupation, and my sense is that
the state is taking this opportunity to
both to try to deter others from civil
disobedience as well as try to do
damage to the group, under cover of the
invasion and less outcry on invasions
of civil liberties in a “democracy.” It
is also important to note that there
are reports that numerous Palestinian
Israelis have been arrested from their
homes as well since the invasion
Ten thousand Israelis and Arabs demonstrate in Tel Aviv. Jan. 4, 2009 began, but there has been no focus (at
least in the English or Hebrew press)
From Rela Mazali: Israeli news be accessed via the archive and the item on these actions whatsoever.
“farteiched und farbessered”—To itself is only available for purchase.
Gush
Shalom:
Report
on
read the English internet version of
A powerful “die-in” staged on Friday,
Saturday night’s demonstration—
Haaretz of January 4th, you wouldn’t January 3rd, by about 20 activists, at the At the same time as Ehud Barak was
know that some ten thousand marchers entrance to an air force base situated ordering the army to start the bloody
had protested their government’s policy in the posh northern Tel Aviv quarter ground offensive against Gaza, some
and attack on Gaza the night before in known as “Tochnit Lamed” , hasn’t ten thousand protesters from all over
Tel Aviv or that earlier that day, many been reported on to date by Haaretz in Israel marched in Tel-Aviv in a massive
tens of thousands (some estimates have English, though the English version of demonstration against the war. All four
quoted 70 to 100 thousand), Jews and Ynet carried an item on it. In Monday’s lanes of Ibn Gvirol St., one of the city’s
Palestinian Arab citizens of Israel, print version in Hebrew Haaretz included main throughfares, were packed full of
marched their protest through the Arab a “box” briefly reporting on this action, demonstrators who marched the two
town of Sakhnin in the Galilee.
which is absent from both the Hebrew kiolometres from the Rabin Square to
They’re not part of the reality and English websites.
the Cinemateque, chanting and waving
constructed by Haaretz’s English
This is just a quick and superficial banners all the way.
website. On January 4th, one survey of how reality is filtered,
“One does not build an election
headline‹topping an item picked up “farteiched und farbessered” (abridged campaign over the dead bodies of
from Associated Press read: “Protesters and improved, as a Yiddish adapter is children!” shouted the protesters in
across Europe urge Israel to end reputed to have claimed of his rendering Hebrew rhymes. “Orphans and widows
attacks on Gaza Strip” with no mention of Shakespeare) by Israeli media, in are not election propaganda!”, “Olmert,
of domestic protests. Haaretz, mind you, translation to English.
Livni and Barak war is no game!” “All
is the newspaper often cited as a central
cabinet ministers are war criminals!!”
example of Israel’s relatively critical and
From Rebecca Vilkomerson:
Barak, Barak, don’t worry we shall
truthful media.
The arrest and aftermath of the 19 meet you in The Hague!” “Enough,
Though
the
Hebrew
website activists from Anarchists Against the Wall enough speak with Hamas!”
published items on both the above who did a “die in” at Tel Aviv’s air force
The written posters were similar.
protests above, Haaretz’s report on base, was extraordinary. [Ynet reported Some of them paraphrased Barak¹s
the Tel Aviv march was headlined: that the activists wore white clothing and election slogans: “Barak is not friendly,
“Hundreds demonstrated throughout the “poured red paint on themselves” before he is a murderer!” (The original Barak
country in protest”. The article actually laying down to block the gate to the Sde slogan says: “Barak is not friendly, he
says that, “thousands participated in Dov military airfield. Other protesters is a leader!) Also: “No to the Election
a protest march in Tel Aviv” and that held up signs addressing the IDF pilots War, 2009!” and “The six-Knesset-seat
“tens of thousands of demonstrators” saying, “You are returning with blood on war!” an allusion to the polls which
protested in Sakhnin (my translation), your hands.” An activist told Ynet: “We showed that in the first days of the war
but the dismissive “hundreds” of the came here to prevent air crews and pilots Barak’s Labor Party has gained six
headline might well convince you to skip from taking off to bombard civilians in prospective seats.
such insignificant details. Today, one Gaza. Over 400 Palestinians have been
The demonstration took place after
day later, as I’m writing this analysis, the killed in recent days in this operation, a fight with the police, which tried to
Hebrew website of Haaretz no longer which won’t bring security to either of the prevent or at least limit it, arguing
features even this headline; it can only sides.
that they would not be able to stop

right-wing rioters from attacking it. Among
other things, the police demanded that
the organizers undertake to prevent
the hoisting of Palestinian flags. The
organizers petitioned the High Court of
Justice, which decided that the Palestinian
flag is legal and ordered the police to
protect the demonstration from rioters,
The demonstration was decided upon
by Gush Shalom and 20 other peace
organizations, including the Women¹s
Coalition for Peace, Anarchists Against the
Wall, Hadash, the Alternative Information
Center and New Profile. Meretz and
Peace Now did not participate officially,
but many of their members showed up.
Some thousand Arab citizens from the
north arrived in 20 buses straight from
the big demonstration of the Arab public
which had taken place in Sakhnin.
The organizers themselves were
surprised by the large number of
protesters.
“A week after the start of Lebanon
War II, we succeeded in mobilizing only
1000 demonstrators against it. The fact
that today there came 10,000 proves
that the opposition to the war is much
stronger this time. If Barak goes on with
his plans, public opinion may completely
turn against the war in a few days.”

Protesters block IDF air base entrance.
The giant Gush Shalom banner said in
Hebrew, Arabic and English: “Stop Killing!
Stop the Siege! Stop the occupation!” The
slogan of the demonstration called for the
end of the blockade and an immediate
cease-fire.
On the day of the protest, the extreme
Right mobilized their forces in order to
break up the demonstration by force.
The police made a great effort to prevent
riots, and the one-mile march from
Rabin Square to Cinematheque Square
proceeded relatively quietly. However,
when the protesters started to disperse, in
accordance with the agreement with the
police, a large crowd of rightists started
to attack them. The police, which till then
had been keeping the two camps apart,
disappeared from the scene.
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The rioters then encircled the last of
the protesters, harassing them, pushing
them about and at a certain point started
to besiege the Cinematheque building,
where some of the last protesters had
found refuge. They tried to break into
the building, threatening to “finish off”
the protesters, but at the last moment
some police arrived and protected the
entrance. The rioters stayed around for
a long time.
From Tom Pessah, Israeli activist
and JPN [Jewish Peace News] reader:
(I am writing in English for the benefit of
our friends outside Israel, to encourage
them to continue speaking out to get the
world to respond to this. I assume most
of my Israeli friends can follow this).
There is a huge number of protests
going on around the country. One of
the most impressive was outside a
base of the airforce, to remind pilots
that they are actually killing people, not
just bombing targets. In this protest 21
people were arrested, some of whom
have been in jail for several days.
A significant development is that
parts of the zionist left, such as Meretz
and Peace Now, have joined the calls
for an immediate halt to the war. Several
thousands protested last night in Tel
Aviv, and thousands more demonsrated
in Sakhnin earlier that day, in what is
seen as the biggest protest in the
Arab sector for many years. Not
enough to stop the land invasion, but
public opinion is turning in our direction.
The counter-protestors yesterday
told us we had no right to an opinon,
since we don’t live in Sderot. It brought
me great satisfaction to tell them of the
petition by Sderot civilians against the
war....
Yesterday I spoke with M., a 20-year
old student at the Hebrew university,
who is planning a vigil this week in
her campus. This is her first semester
ever. In Jaffa, Palestinian activists
are undergoing serious intimidation,
including being woken up at night by
the police for trumped up charges, and
then released without being accused
of anything. In spite of this they are
continually protesting: last week they set
up a mourning site for the civilians who
died in Gaza, on Saturday many of them
came to demonstrate in Tel Aviv, and on
Tuesday another protest is planned
in Jaffa. The police initially said that it
would ban Saturday’s demonstration if
participants were to wave Palestinian
flags, and it took a decision by the
High Court to allow the protest to
happen. This is, of course, the “flag of
the enemy”, and Palestinian citizens of
Israel are expected to proudly wave the
Israeli flag with the Star of David, as an
expression of their national identity.
I am constantly impressed by
people’s creativity: a party scheduled
for Saturday was not cancelled because
of the war, but it turned instead into a
protest event, with drag kings dressing
up as soldiers and parodying the fighting.
A group of Jewish and Palestinian
poets brought out a collection of antiwar poems and organized a reading
outside the house of Barak, the Defense
Minister, to emphasize his responsibility
for the massive killings ... and these are
only a few instances that I am aware of,
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mainly from my area (Tel Aviv).
The media is barely covering it, but
as a Tel Avivian friend told me, she was
hardly aware of the protests against
the war until 10000 people passed by
her house chanting slogans like (my
favorite) - “Arabs and Jews refuse to
be enemies.” Since many Arabs bused
into Tel Aviv to be present, this felt
especially poignant.
Tom Segev wrote in his column this
week that “On April 5, 1956, Israel
bombed the marketplace in the center
of Gaza City. Fifty civilians were killed
in that attack, including women and
children. Then foreign minister Moshe
Sharett thought it was a “savage and
stupid” operation. But David BenGurion, the prime minister and defense
minister, and Moshe Dayan, the Israel
Defense Forces chief of staff, believed
the Egyptian president, Gamal Abdel
Nasser, sought to destroy Israel and
therefore his regime must be toppled,
via a defeat in a comprehensive war.
Therefore, the ministers followed a
policy designed to increase tension and
escalation, to the brink of war”. This was
52 years ago! whereas this market in
Gaza was attacked last week .
We can either continue to accept
this logic, that killing hundreds of
people will “teach them a lesson”, or
we can demand a complete change
of policy – a real honest attempt to
end the occupation in both Gaza and
the West Bank, dismantling settlements
instead of building new ones, allowing
people access to health care, food,
higher education, travel abroad and the
right to choose their own government
democratically just like everyone else.
To all those who say “there is no choice”
– why is killing 500 people, very few of
whom were engaged in firing rockets,
even considered a legitimate choice?
where is this leading to? only to the
death and wounding of more Palestinian
and Israeli soldiers and civilians.
Enough is enough. Get up,
stand up. ~ Jewish Peace News
editors: Joel Beinin, Racheli Gai, Rela
Mazali, Sarah Anne Minkin, Judith
Norman, Lincoln Shlensky, Rebecca
Vilkomerson, Alistair Welchman. Jewish
Peace News archive and blog: http:
//www.jewishpeacenews.net

What else is new?
The Hamas Pime Minister
Ismail Haniyeh
Has announced his readiness
To accept the State of Israel
Within the 1967 borders
The Israeli Prime Minister
Ehud Olmert
Has declared that Israel
Must return to the 1967 borders
But on the ground
Our government
Is carrying out
Incursion after incursion
Into the Gaza Strip
Causing death and escalation
Ad in Haaretz, November 14, 2008
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On Gaza
by

Starhawk

SAN FRANCISCO, CA, December
30, 2008—All day I’ve been thinking
about Gaza, listening to reports on NPR,
following the news on the internet when
I can spare a moment. I’ve been thinking
about the friends I made there four years
ago, and wondering how they are faring,
and imagining their terror as the bombs fall
on that giant, open-air prison.
The Israeli ambassador speaks
movingly of the terror felt by Israeli
children as Hamas rockets explode in the
night. I agree with him–that no child should
have her sleep menaced by rocket fire, or
wake in the night fearing death.
But I can’t help but remember one night
on the Rafah border, sleeping in a house
close to the line, watching the children dive
for cover as bullets thudded into the walls.
There was a shell-hole in the back room
they liked to jump through into the garden,
which at that time still held fruit trees and
chickens. Their mother fed me eggs, and
their grandmother stuffed oranges into my
pockets with the shy pride every gardener
shares. That house is gone, now, along with
all of its neighbors. Those children wake
in the night, every night of their lives, in
terror. I don’t know if they have survived
the hunger, the lack of medical supplies, the
bombs. I only know that they are children,
too.
I’ve ridden on busses in Israel. I
understand that gnawing fear, the squirrely
feeling in the pit of your stomach, how
you eye your fellow passengers wondering
if any of them are too thick around the
middle. Could that portly fellow be wearing
a suicide belt, or just too many late night
snacks of hummus? That’s no way to live.
But I’ve also walked the pock-marked
streets of Rafah, where every house bears
the scars of Israeli snipers, where tanks
prowled the border every night, where
children played in the rubble, sometimes
under fire, and this was all four years ago,
when things were much, much better there.
And I just don’t get it. I mean, I get
why suicide bombs and homemade rockets
that kill innocent civilians are wrong. I just
don’t get why bombs from F16s that kill
far more innocent civilians are right. Why
a kid from the ghetto who shoots a cop is
a criminal, but a pilot who bombs a police
station from the air is a hero.
Is it a distance thing? Does the air or the
altitude confer a purifying effect? Or is it a
matter of scale? Individual murder is vile,
but mass murder, carried out by a state as
an aspect of national policy, that’s a fine
and noble thing? I don’t get how my own
people can be doing this. Or rather, I do get
it. I am a Jew, by birth and upbringing, born
six years after the Holocaust ended, raised
on the myth and hope of Israel. The myth
goes like this:
“For two thousand years we
wandered in exile, homeless and
persecuted, nearly destroyed
utterly by the Nazis. But out of
that suffering was born one good
thing-the homeland that we have
come back to, our own land at last,
where we can be safe, and proud,
and strong.”
That’s a powerful story, a moving
story. There’s only one problem with it– it
leaves the Palestinians out. It has to leave
them out, for if we were to admit that the
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homeland belonged to another people, well,
that spoils the story.
The result is a kind of psychic blind spot
where the Palestinians are concerned. If you
are truly invested in Israel as the Jewish
homeland, the Jewish state, then you can’t
let the Palestinians be real to you. It’s like
you can’t really focus on them. Golda Meir
said, “The Palestinians, who are they? They
don’t exist.” We hear, “There is no partner
for peace,” “There is no one to talk to.”
And so Israel, a modern state with high
standards of hygiene, a state rooted in a
religion that requires washing your hands
before you eat and regular, ritual baths,
builds settlements that don’t bother to
construct sewage treatment plants. They just
dump raw sewage onto the Palestinian fields
across the fence, somewhat like a spaceship
ejecting its wastes into the void. I am truly
not making this up–I’ve seen it, smelled it,
and it’s a known though shameful fact.
But if the Palestinians aren’t really real–
who are they? They don’t exist!– then the
land they inhabit becomes a kind of void in
the psyche, and it isn’t really real, either. At
times, in those border villages, walking the
fencelines of settlements, you feel like you
have slipped into a science fiction movie,
where parallel universes exist in the same
space, but in different strands of reality, that
never touch.
When I was on the West Bank, during
Israeli incursions the Israeli military would
often take over a Palestinian house to billet
their soldiers. Many times, they would
simply lock the family who owned it into
one room, and keep them there, sometimes
for hours, sometimes for days parents,
grandparents, kids and all. I’ve sat with a
family, singing to the children while soldiers
trashed their house, and I’ve been detained
by a group of soldiers playing cards in the
kitchen with a family locked in the other
room. (I got out of that one-but that’s
another story.)
It’s a kind of uneasy feeling, having
something locked away in a room in your
house that you can’t look at. Ever caught a
mouse in a glue trap? And you can’t bear to
watch it suffer, so you leave the room and
close the door and don’t come back until it’s
really, really dead.
Like a horrific fractal, the locked room
repeats on different scales. The Israelis have
built a wall to lock away the West Bank. And
Gaza itself is one huge, locked room. Close
the borders, keep food and medical supplies
and necessities from getting through, and
perhaps they will just quietly fade out of
existence and stop spoiling our story.
“All we want is a return to calm,” the
Israeli ambassador says. “All we want is
peace.”
One way to get peace is to exterminate
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what threatens you. In fact, that may be the
prime directive of the last few thousand
years.
But attempts to exterminate pests
breed resistance, whether you’re dealing
with insects or bacteria or people. The
more insecticides you pour on a field, the
more pests you have to deal with– because
insecticides are always more potent at
killing the beneficial bugs than the pesky
ones.
The harshness, the crackdowns, the
border closings, the checkpoints, the
assassinations, the incursions, the building
of settlements deep into Palestinian territory,
all the daily frustrations and humiliations
of occupation, have been breeding the
conditions for Hamas, or something like it,
to thrive. If Israel truly wants peace, there’s
a more subtle, a more intelligent and more
effective strategy to pursue than simply
trying to kill the enemy and anyone else
who happens to be in the vicinity.
It’s this-instead of killing what threatens
you, feed what you want to grow. Consider
in what conditions peace can thrive, and
create them, just as you would prepare the
bed for the crops you want to plant. Find
those among your opponents who also want
peace, and support them. Make alliances.
Offer your enemies incentives to change,
and reward your friends.
Of course, to follow such a strategy, you
must actually see and know your enemy.
If they are nothing to you but cartoon
characters of terrorists, you will not be
able to tell one from another, to discern the
religious fanatic from the guy muttering
under his breath, “F-ing Hammas, they
closed the cinema again!”
And you must be willing to give
something up. No one gets peace if
your basic bargaining position is, “I get
everything I want, and you eat my shit.”
You might get a temporary victory, but it
will never be a peaceful one.
To know and see the enemy, you must let
them into the story. They must become real
to you, nuanced, distinctive as individuals.
But when we let the Palestinians into the
story, it changes. Oh, how painfully it
changes! For there is no way to tell a new
story, one that includes both peoples of the
land, without starting like this:
“In our yearning for a
homeland, in our attempts as a
threatened and traumatized people
to find safety and power, we have
done a great wrong to another
people, and now we must atone.”
Just try saying it. If you, like me, were
raised on that other story, just try this one
out. Say it three times. It hurts, yes, but it
might also bring a great, liberating sense of
relief with it.
And if you’re not Jewish, if you’re
American, if you’re white, if you’re
German, if you’re a thousand other things,
really, if you’re a human being, there’s
probably some version of that story that is
true for you.

Out of our own great need and fear and
pain, we have often done great harm, and we
are called to atone. To atone is to be at one-to
stop drawing a circle that includes our tribe
and excludes the other, and start drawing a
larger circle that takes everyone in.
How do we atone? Open your eyes. Look
into the face of the enemy, and see a human
being, flawed, distinct, unique and precious.
Stop killing. Start talking. Compost the shit
and the rot and feed the olive trees.
Act. Cross the line. There are Israelis
who do it all the time, joining with
Palestinians on the West Bank to protest
the wall, watching at checkpoints, refusing
to serve in the occupying army, standing for
peace. Thousands have demonstrated this
week in Tel Aviv.
There are Palestinians who advocate
nonviolent resistance, who have organized
their villages to protest the wall, who face
tear gas, beatings, arrests, rubber bullets and
real bullets to make their stand.
There are internationals who have put
themselves on the line-like the boatload
of human rights activists, journalists and
doctors on board the Dignity, the ship from
the Free Gaza movement that was rammed
and fired on by the Israeli navy yesterday as
it attempted to reach Gaza with humanitarian
aid.
Maybe we can’t all do that. But we can
all write a letter, make a phone call, send an
email. We can make the Palestinian people
visible to us, and to the world. When we do
so, we make a world that is safer for every
child.
Below is a good summary of some of
the actions we can take. Please feel free
to repost this. In fact, send it to someone
you think will disagree with it. ~ Starhawk
Action Alert on Gaza: Dec. 29, 2008
We Need “Sustained, Determined Political
Action”
As of this writing, a third consecutive
day of Israeli attacks on the Gaza Strip have
killed an estimated 315 Palestinians and
injured more than 1,400. According to the
UN, at least 51 of the victims were civilians
and 8 were children. Israeli Defense Minister
Ehud Barak has vowed ominously “a war to
the bitter end.”
Israel’s attacks on the Gaza Strip are
being carried out with F16 fighter jets,
Apache helicopters, and naval gunboats all
given to Israel by the United States with our
tax dollars.
From 2001-2006, the United States
transferred to Israel more than $200 million
worth of spare parts to fly its fleet of F16’s
and more than $100 million worth of
helicopter spare parts for its fleet of Apaches.
In July 2008, the United States gave Israel
186 million gallons of JP-8 aviation jet fuel
and signed a contract to transfer an addition
$1.9 billion worth of littoral combat ships to
the Israeli navy. Last year, the United States
signed a $1.3 billion contract with Raytheon
to transfer to Israel thousands of TOW,
Hellfire, and “bunker buster” missiles.
Make no mistake about it-Israel’s war on
the Gaza Strip would not be possible without
the jets, helicopters, ships, missiles, and fuel
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provided by the United States.
Information for action: You can go
directly to two websites: End the Occupation
and United for Peace and Justice and get to
working links.
You can email Obama or post comments
at http://change.com
Ali Abunimah, of the Electric Intifada,
wrote, “Palestinians everywhere are asking
for solidarity, real solidarity, in the form
of sustained, determined political action.”
In light of our country’s enabling role in
Israel’s war on the Gaza Strip, it is the least
we can do. Here’s how:
1. Attend a protest or vigil, or organize
one yourself. 2. Contact the White House,
the State Department, your Representative
and Senators, and the Obama Transition
Team to protest Israel’s war on Gaza
and demand an immediate cease-fire.
White
House:
202-4561111
or
whitehouse.gov;State
Department:
202-647-6575
Congress: 202-224-3121 or 1 800 828 0498.
3. Make your voice heard in the media.
Contact your local media by phoning into a
talk show or writing a letter to the editor.
4. Tell President-Elect Barack Obama
that we need a change in Israel/Palestine
policy. change.com 5. Sign up to organize
people in your community to end U.S.
military aid to Israel.
6. Come to Washington, DC for
Inauguration Day on January 20. Upwards
of 4 million people are expected in
Washington, DC for President-Elect
Obama’s inauguration. This is a perfect time
for us to reach out to and educate our fellow
citizens about U.S. policy toward Palestine/
Israel. 7. Join Democracy in Action in
Washington, DC for a Grassroots Advocacy
Training and Lobby Day on February 1-2.
http://www2.democracyinaction.org/
Interfaith Peace-Builders and the
US Campaign are organizing this exciting
two-day event, featuring interactive,
skills-building workshops and the chance
to meet with your Representative and
Senators to discuss U.S. policy toward
Israel/Palestine. Spaces are filling up fast.
~ Starhawk is an activist, organizer, and
author of The Earth Path, as well as Webs
of Power: Notes from the Global Uprising,
The Fifth Sacred Thing; and eight other
books on feminism, politics and earth-based
spirituality. She teaches Earth Activist
Training that combines permaculture
design and activist skills, and works to
offer training and support for mobilizations
around global justice and peace issues.

The People of Gaza
“Gaza is also filled with very creative
people: all sorts of artists, musicians, actors,
dancers, who hone their skills and dream.
There are teachers and doctors and lawyers
and nurses and engineers. And there are lots
and lots of students who dream and hope, in
spite of the fact that their options are fewer
than most of us can imagine.
“Gaza is filled, literally, with children
who can describe the villages that were taken
from their families two or more generations
ago. They can tell you the number of
olive trees that surrounded the house, or
describe the scent of citrus blossoms that
filled the air, or the old man who lived two
houses down who always sang whenever
he walked, and how his voice was terribly
unmelodic, but what an enormous void
there was when he died.” – Laila Halaby

Gaza: Perspectives

WASHINGTON, D.C., January 5,
2009— Interviews are available of the
following persons as arranged by Sam
Husseine of Institute for Public Accuracy.
Edward L. Peck, (301) 652-8318,
peckfsi@verizon.net: Ambassador Peck
spent November with a delegation to the
Mideast organized by the Council for
the National Interest. He was chief of
mission in Iraq and Mauritania and deputy
director of the White House Task Force on
Terrorism in the Reagan administration.
He said today: “There are a number of
forces at play. One prevents reasonable,
balanced information on the situation in
Gaza and the West Bank getting to the U.S.
public, which is not well informed – or very
interested – in part for that precise reason.
The internationally-organized Free Gaza
ship (trying to break the decades-long
sea blockade) being rammed by Israel last
week, for example, did not receive a word
of coverage in the Washington Post.
“Not many people know that Israel
has imprisoned dozens of democratically
elected Hamas parliamentarians. They’re
part of what some people call a ‘terrorist
group,’ so anything goes. And that may be
the deepest level of bias. The U.S. has a
legal definition of international terrorism:
Title 18, U.S. Code, Section 2331. The
list includes intimidating and coercing
a civilian population, kidnapping and
assassination, an accurate description of
what Israel has done and is doing.”
James Abourezk, (605) 334-8402, ge
orgepatton45@gmail.com, a former U.S.
senator from South Dakota, Abourezk said
today about the situation in Gaza: “The
people have no place to hide, no place to
run to escape the indiscriminate bombing
and killing of the civilians there. What the
Israelis are doing is in complete violation
of the Geneva Conventions with respect to
collective punishment. The Palestinians are
involuntarily paying the price for the Israeli
elections coming up in February, where the
candidates are trying to show that each is
more brutal than the other. ...
“Hamas held itself to the truce, which
was broken when the Israeli military raided
in Gaza and killed six Hamas people.
Hamas responded by firing homemade
rockets into southern Israel, which is
exactly what Barak and Livni wanted them
to do.
“What is happening is that the
Palestinian rockets are landing on homes
and land that they themselves were
terrorized and chased out of when Israel
wanted to create a state.”
For further background information,
see: http://GazaSiege.org. For more
information, contact at the Institute for
Public Accuracy: Sam Husseini, (202) 3470020, (202) 421-6858; or David Zupan,
(541) 484-9167
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‘Molten Lead’
by Uri Avnery

Tel Aviv, Israel, January 1, 2009—JUST
AFTER MIDNIGHT, Aljazeera’s Arabic
channel was reporting on events in Gaza.
Suddenly the camera was pointing upwards
towards the dark sky. The screen was pitch
black. Nothing could be seen, but there was
a sound to be heard: the noise of airplanes, a
frightening, a terrifying droning.
It was impossible not to think about the
tens of thousands of Gazan children who
were hearing that sound at that moment,
cringing with fright, paralyzed by fear,
waiting for the bombs to fall.
“ISRAEL MUST defend itself against
the rockets that are terrorizing our Southern
towns,” the Israeli spokesmen explained.
“Palestinians must respond to the killing
of their fighters inside the Gaza Strip,” the
Hamas spokesmen declared.
As a matter of fact, the cease-fire did not
collapse, because there was no real ceasefire to start with. The main requirement for
any cease-fire in the Gaza Strip must be the
opening of the border crossings. There can
be no life in Gaza without a steady flow of
supplies. But the crossings were not opened,
except for a few hours now and again. The
blockade on land, on sea and in the air
against a million and a half human beings
is an act of war, as much as any dropping of
bombs or launching of rockets. It paralyzes
life in the Gaza Strip: eliminating most
sources of employment, pushing hundreds
of thousands to the brink of starvation,
stopping most hospitals from functioning,
disrupting the supply of electricity and
water.
Those who decided to close the crossings
– under whatever pretext – knew that there
is no real cease-fire under these conditions.
That is the main thing. Then there came
the small provocations which were designed
to get Hamas to react. After several months,
in which hardly any Qassam rockets were
launched, an army unit was sent into the
Strip “in order to destroy a tunnel that
came close to the border fence”. From a
purely military point of view, it would have
made more sense to lay an ambush on our
side of the fence. But the aim was to find a
pretext for the termination of the cease-fire,
in a way that made it plausible to put the
blame on the Palestinians. And indeed, after
several such small actions, in which Hamas
fighters were killed, Hamas retaliated with
a massive launch of rockets, and – lo and
behold – the cease-fire was at an end.
Everybody blamed Hamas.
WHAT WAS THE AIM? Tzipi Livni
announced it openly: to liquidate Hamas
rule in Gaza. The Qassams served only as
a pretext.
Liquidate Hamas rule? That sounds
like a chapter out of “The March of Folly”.
After all, it is no secret that it was the Israeli
government which set up Hamas to start
with. When I once asked a former Shin-Bet
chief, Yaakov Peri, about it, he answered
enigmatically: “We did not create it, but we
did not hinder its creation.”
For years, the occupation authorities
favored the Islamic movement in the
occupied territories. All other political
activities were rigorously suppressed,
but their activities in the mosques were
permitted. The calculation was simple and
naive: at the time, the PLO was considered
the main enemy, Yasser Arafat was the
current Satan. The Islamic movement was
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preaching against the PLO and Arafat, and
was therefore viewed as an ally.
With the outbreak of the first intifada
in 1987, the Islamic movement officially
renamed itself Hamas (Arabic initials
of “Islamic Resistance Movement”) and
joined the fight. Even then, the Shin-Bet
took no action against them for almost a
year, while Fatah members were executed
or imprisoned in large numbers. Only after
a year, were Sheikh Ahmed Yassin and his
colleagues also arrested.
Since then the wheel has turned. Hamas
has now become the current Satan, and the
PLO is considered by many in Israel almost
as a branch of the Zionist organization. The
logical conclusion for an Israeli government
seeking peace would have been to make
wide-ranging concessions to the Fatah
leadership: ending of the occupation,
signing of a peace treaty, foundation of the
State of Palestine, withdrawal to the 1967
borders, a reasonable solution of the refugee
problem, release of all Palestinian prisoners.
That would have arrested the rise of Hamas
for sure.
But logic has little influence on politics.
Nothing of this sort happened. On the
contrary, after the murder of Arafat, Ariel
Sharon declared that Mahmoud Abbas, who

Yes! He Must!

The U.S. cannot afford any more
unnecessary warfare, writes Bob Herbert in
the New York Times. Yet Obama is planning
to commit thousands of additional US troops
to the war in Afghanistan. “Afghanistan
will be a sinkhole,” says Andrew Bacevich,
“consuming resources neither the U.S.
military nor the U.S. government can
afford to waste.” What would really
show toughness, Herbert says, would be
an assertion by Obama that the era of
mindless military misadventures is over.

The tragedy of Gaza -- and
of Israel
“The Israelis in Gaza, like the American
forces in Iraq and Afghanistan, are
foolishly breeding the next generation of
militants and Islamic radicals. Jihadists,
enraged by the injustices done by Israel
and the United States, seek to carry out
reciprocal acts of savagery, even at the
cost of their own lives. The violence
unleashed on Palestinian children will, one
day, be the violence unleashed on Israeli
children. This is the tragedy of Gaza. This
is the tragedy of Israel.”~ Chris Hedges

took his place, was a “plucked chicken”.
Abbas was not allowed the slightest political
achievement. The negotiations, under
American auspices, became a joke. The most
authentic Fatah leader, Marwan Barghouti,
was sent to prison for life. Instead of a
massive prisoner release, there were petty
and insulting “gestures”.
Abbas was systematically humiliated,
Fatah looked like an empty shell and Hamas
won a resounding victory in the Palestinian
election – the most democratic election ever
held in the Arab world. Israel boycotted the
elected government. In the ensuing internal
struggle, Hamas assumed direct control over
the Gaza Strip.
And now, after all this, the government
of Israel decided to “liquidate Hamas rule
in Gaza” – with blood, fire and columns of
smoke.
THE OFFICIAL NAME of the war is
“Cast Lead”, two words from a children’s
song about a Hanukkah toy. It would be more
accurate to call it “the Election War”.
In the past, too, military action has been
taken during election campaigns. Menachem
Begin bombed the Iraqi nuclear reactor
during the 1981 campaign. When Shimon
Peres claimed that this was an election
gimmick, Begin cried out at his next rally:
“Jews, do you believe that I would send our
brave boys to their death or, worse, to be
taken prisoner by human animals, in order to
win an election?” Begin won.
Peres is no Begin. When, during the 1996
election campaign, he ordered the invasion
of Lebanon (operation “Grapes of Wrath”),
everybody was convinced that he had done
it for electoral gain. The war was a failure
and Peres lost the elections and Binyamin
Netanyahu came to power.
Barak and Tzipi Livni are now resorting
to the same old trick. According to the polls,
Barak’s predicted election result rose within
48 hours by five Knesset seats. About 80 dead
Palestinians for each seat. But it is difficult to
walk on a pile of dead bodies. The success
may evaporate in a minute if the war comes
to be considered by the Israeli public as a
failure. For example, if the rockets continue
to hit Beersheba, or if the ground attack leads
to heavy Israeli casualties.
The timing was chosen meticulously
from another angle too. The attack started
two days after Christmas, when American
and European leaders are on holiday until
after New Year. The calculation: even if
somebody wanted to try and stop the war, no
one would give up his holiday. That ensured
several days free from outside pressures.
Another reason for the timing: these

are George Bush’s last days in the White
House. This blood-soaked moron could be
expected to support the war enthusiastically,
as indeed he did. Barack Obama has not
yet entered office and had a ready made
pretext for keeping silent: “there is only
one President”. The silence does not bode
well for the term of president Obama.
THE MAIN LINE was: not to repeat
the mistakes of Lebanon War II. This
was endlessly repeated on all the news
programs and talk shows. This does not
change the fact: the Gaza War is an almost
exact replica of the second Lebanon war.
The strategic concept is the same:
to terrorize the civilian population by
unremitting attacks from the air, sowing
death and destruction. This poses no
danger to the pilots, since the Palestinians
have no anti-aircraft weapons at all. The
calculation: if the entire life-supporting
infrastructure in the Strip is utterly
destroyed and total anarchy ensues, the
population will rise up and overthrow the
Hamas regime. Mahmoud Abbas will then
ride back into Gaza on the back of Israeli
tanks.
In Lebanon, this calculation did
not work out. The bombed population,
including the Christians, rallied behind
Hizbullah, and Hassan Nasrallah became
the hero of the Arab world. Something
similar will probably happen this time, too.
Generals are experts on using weapons and
moving troops, not on mass psychology.
Some time ago I wrote that the Gaza
blockade was a scientific experiment
designed to find out how much one can
starve a population and turn its life into
hell before they break. This experiment
was conducted with the generous help
of Europe and the US. Up to now, it did
not succeed. Hamas became stronger and
the range of the Qassams became longer.
The present war is a continuation of the
experiment by other means.
It may be that the army will “have no
alternative” but to re-conquer the Gaza
Strip because there is no other way to
stop the Qassams – except coming to an
agreement with Hamas, which is contrary
to government policy. When the ground
invasion starts, everything will depend
on the motivation and capabilities of the
Hamas fighters vis-à-vis the Israeli soldiers.
Nobody can know what will happen.
DAY AFTER DAY, night after night,
Aljazeera’s Arabic channel broadcasts
the atrocious pictures: heaps of mutilated
bodies, tearful relatives looking for their
dear ones among the dozens of corpses
spread out on the ground, a woman pulling
her young daughter from under the rubble,
doctors without medicines trying to save
the lives of the wounded. (The Englishlanguage Aljazeera, unlike its Arablanguage sister-station, has undergone an
amazing about face, broadcasting only a
sanitized picture and freely distributing
Israeli government propaganda. It would
be interesting to know what happened
there.)
Millions are seeing these terrible
images, picture after picture, day after
day. These images are imprinted on their
minds forever: horrible Israel, abominable
Israel, inhuman Israel. A whole generation
of haters. That is a terrible price, which
we will be compelled to pay long after the
other results of the war itself have been
forgotten in Israel.
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But there is another thing that is
being imprinted on the minds of these
millions: the picture of the miserable,
corrupt,
passive
Arab
regimes.
As seen by Arabs, one fact stands out above
all others: the wall of shame.
For the million and a half Arabs in
Gaza, who are suffering so terribly, the only
opening to the world that is not dominated
by Israel is the border with Egypt. Only
from there can food arrive to sustain life
and medicaments to save the injured. This
border remains closed at the height of the
horror. The Egyptian army has blocked the
only way for food and medicines to enter,
while surgeons operate on the wounded
without anesthetics.

Uri Averny, 3-time member of the
Israeli Knesset.
Throughout the Arab world, from
end to end, there echoed the words of
Hassan Nasrallah: The leaders of Egypt
are accomplices to the crime, they are
collaborating with the “Zionist enemy” in
trying to break the Palestinian people. It
can be assumed that he did not mean only
Mubarak, but also all the other leaders, from
the king of Saudi Arabia to the Palestinian
President. Seeing the demonstrations
throughout the Arab world and listening to
the slogans, one gets the impression that
their leaders seem to many Arabs pathetic at
best, and miserable collaborators at worst.
This will have historic consequences.
A whole generation of Arab leaders, a
generation imbued with the ideology of
secular Arab nationalism, the successors of
Gamal Abd-al-Nasser, Hafez al-Assad and
Yasser Arafat, may be swept from the stage.
In the Arab space, the only viable alternative
is the ideology of Islamic fundamentalism.
This war is a writing on the wall: Israel
is missing the historic chance of making
peace with secular Arab nationalism.
Tomorrow, It may be faced with a uniformly
fundamentalist Arab world, Hamas
multiplied by a thousand.
MY TAXI DRIVER in Tel-Aviv the
other day was thinking aloud: Why not
call up the sons of the ministers and
members of the Knesset, form them
into a combat unit and send them off to
head the coming ground attack on Gaza?

No Reporters Allowed

January 4, 2009—“Israel already has
blocked foreign correspondents from
entering Gaza. If all communications fail,
they will be able to complete their genocidal
killing spree without the world seeing any
bloodshed whatsoever or even hearing the
screams of the 800,000+ children!!!” – Sam
Bahour

Palestine’s Guernica and the Myths of Israeli
Victimhood
by Mustafa Barghouthi
Gazans flee Israeli
bombing.

Palestine, December 28, 2008—This is a
guest post written by Mustafa Barghouthi,
Secretary General of the Palestinian
National Initiative. These comments and
views are his own and do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Huffington Post.
Barghouthi is a former secular candidate
for President of Palestine and has been a
strong advocate of non-violent responses
to Israeli occupation. Barghouthi is thought
by many to be a leading contender in the
next Palestinian presidential election.
Perspectives have also been solicited from
various national leaders and incumbent
Knesset leaders in Israel.
The Israeli campaign of ‘death from
above’ began around 11 am, on Saturday
morning, the 27th of December, and
stretched straight through the night into this
morning. The massacre continues Sunday as
I write these words.
The bloodiest single day in Palestine
since the War of 1967 is far from over
following on Israel’s promise that this is
‘only the beginning’ of their campaign of
state terror. At least 290 people have been
murdered thus far, but the body count
continues to rise at a dramatic pace as
more mutilated bodies are pulled from the
rubble, previous victims succumb to their
wounds and new casualties are created by
the minute.
What has and is occurring is nothing
short of a war crime, yet the Israeli public
relations machine is in full-swing, churning
out lies by the minute. Once and for all it
is time to expose the myths that they have
created.
Israelis have claimed to have ended the
occupation of the Gaza Strip in 2005. While
Israel has indeed removed the settlements
from the tiny coastal Strip, they have in no
way ended the occupation. They remained
in control of the borders, the airspace and
the waterways of Gaza, and have carried out
frequent raids and targeted assassinations
since the disengagement
Furthermore, since 2006 Israel has
imposed a comprehensive siege on the
Strip. For over two years, Gazans have
lived on the edge of starvation and without
the most basic necessities of human life,
such as cooking or heating oil and basic
medications. This siege has already caused
a humanitarian catastrophe which has only
been exacerbated by the dramatic increase
in Israeli military aggression.
Israel claims that Hamas violated the

cease-fire and pulled out of it unilaterally.
Hamas indeed respected their side of the
ceasefire, except on those occasions early
on when Israel carried out major offensives
in the West Bank. In the last two months, the
ceasefire broke down with Israelis killing
several Palestinians and resulting in the
response of Hamas. In other words, Hamas
has not carried out an unprovoked attack
throughout the period of the cease-fire.
Israel, however, did not live up to any
of its obligations of ending the siege and
allowing vital humanitarian aid to resume
in Gaza. Rather than the average of 450
trucks per day being allowed across the
border, on the best days, only eighty
have been allowed in – with the border
remaining hermetically sealed 70% of the
time. Throughout the supposed ‘ceasefire’ Gazans have been forced to live like
animals, with a total of 262 dying due
to the inaccessibility of proper medical
care.
Now after hundreds dead and counting,
it is Israel who refuses to re-enter talks over
a cease-fire. They are not intent on securing
peace as they claim; it is more and more
clear that they are seeking regime change
-- whatever the cost.
Israel claims to be pursuing peace
with ‘peaceful Palestinians’. Before the
on-going massacre in the Gaza Strip, and
throughout the entirety of the Annapolis
Peace Process, Israel has continued and
even intensified its occupation of the West
Bank.
In 2008, settlement expansion
increased by a factor of 38, a further
4,950 Palestinians were arrested – mostly
from the West Bank, and checkpoints
rose from 521 to 699.
Furthermore, since the onset of the peace
talks, Israel has killed 546 Palestinians,
among them 76 children. These gruesome
statistics are set to rise dramatically now,
but previous Israeli transgressions should
not be forgotten amidst this most recent
horror.
Only this morning, Israel shot and killed
a young peaceful protester in the West Bank
village of Nihlin, and has injured dozens
more over the last few hours. It is certain
that they will continue to employ deadly
force at non-violent demonstrations and
we expect a sizable body count in the West
Bank as a result. If Israel is in fact pursuing
peace with ‘good Palestinians’, who are
they talking about?

Israel is acting in self-defense. It
is difficult to claim self defense in a
confrontation which they themselves have
sparked, but they are doing it anyway. Selfdefense is reactionary, while the actions
of Israel over the last two days have been
clearly premeditated. Not only did the
Israeli press widely report the ongoing
public relations campaign being undertaken
by Israel to prepare Israeli and international
public opinion for the attack, but Israel
has also reportedly tried to convince the
Palestinians that an attack was not coming
by briefly opening crossings and reporting
future meetings on the topic. They did so
to insure [sic] that casualties would be
maximized and that the citizens of Gaza
would be unprepared for their impending
slaughter.
It is also misleading to claim self-defense
in a conflict with such an overwhelming
asymmetry of power. Israel is the largest
military force in the region, and the fifth
largest in the world. [Most reports say
fourth largest.] Furthermore, they are the
fourth largest exporter of arms and have
a military industrial complex rivaling that
of the United States. In other words, Israel
has always had a comprehensive monopoly
over the use of force, and much like its super
power ally, Israel uses war as an advertising
showcase of its many instruments of death.
Israel claims to have struck military
targets only. Even while image after image
of dead and mutilated women and children
flash across our televisions, Israel brazenly
claims that their munitions expertly struck
only military installations. We know this to
be false as many other civilian sites have
been hit by airstrikes including a hospital
and mosque.
In the most densely populated area
on the planet, tons upon tons of explosives
have been dropped. The first estimates of
injured are in the thousands. Israel will claim
that these are merely ‘collateral damage’ or
accidental deaths. The sheer ridiculousness
and inhumanity of such a claim should
sicken the world community.
Israel claims that it is attacking Hamas
and not the Palestinian people. First and
foremost, missiles do not differentiate
people by their political affiliation; they
simply kill everyone in their path. Israel
knows this, and so do Palestinians. What
Israel also knows, but is not saying public
ally, is how much their recent actions
will actually strengthen Hamas -- whose
message of resistance and revenge is being
echoed by the angry and grieving. The
targets of the strike, police and not Hamas
militants, give us some clue as to Israel’s
mistaken intention. They are hoping to
create anarchy in the Strip by removing the
pillar of law and order.
Israel claims that Palestinians are
the source of violence. Let us be clear
and unequivocal. The occupation of
Palestine since the War of 1967 has been
and remains the root of violence between
Israelis and Palestinians. Violence can be
ended with the occupation and the granting
of Palestine’s national and human rights.
Hamas does not control the West Bank and
yet we remain occupied, our rights violated
and our children killed. With these myths
understood, let us ponder the real reasons
behind these airstrikes; what we find may be
even more disgusting than the act itself.
The leaders Israel are holding press
conferences, dressed in black, with sleeves
rolled up.
Continued on p. 6
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‘It’s time to fight’, they say, ‘but it won’t
be easy.’
To prove just how hard it is, Livni,
Olmert and Barak did not even wear makeup to the press conference, and Barak has
ended his presidential campaign to focus
on the Gaza campaign. What heroes...what
leaders...
We all know the truth: the suspension
of the electioneering is exactly that –electioneering.
Like John McCain’s suspension of
his presidential campaign to return to
Washington to ‘deal with’ the financial
crisis, this act is little more than a publicity
stunt. The candidates have to appear ‘tough
enough to lead’, and there is seemingly no
better way of doing that than bathing in
Palestinian blood.
‘Look at me,’ Livni says in her black
suit and unkempt hair, ‘I am a warrior. I am
strong enough to pull the trigger. Don’t you
feel more confident about voting for me,
now that you know I am as ruthless as Bibi
Netanyahu?’
I do not know which is more disturbing,
her and Barak, or the constituency they are
trying to please.
In the end, this will in no way improve
the security of the average Israeli; in fact
it can be expected to get much worse in
the coming days as the massacre could
presumably provoke a new generation of
suicide bombers.
It will not undermine Hamas either, and
it will not result in the three fools, Barak,
Livni and Olmert, looking ‘tough’. Their
misguided political venture will likely blow
up in their faces as did the brutally similar
2006 invasion of Lebanon.
In closing, there is another reason –
beyond the internal politics of Israel – why
this attack has been allowed to occur: the
complicity and silence of the international
community.
Israel cannot and would not act against
the will of its economic allies in Europe or
its military allies in the US. Israel may be
pulling the trigger ending hundreds, perhaps
even thousands of lives this week, but it is
the apathy of the world and the inhumane
tolerance of Palestinian suffering which
allows this to occur.
‘The evil only exists because the good
remain silent.’ ~ From Occupied Palestine. .
.Dr. Mustafa Baghouthi

to the practices of the Israeli army there.
They believe that by enlisting they would
participate in committing human rights
abuses in which they want no part.
Amnesty International has added its
voice to the campaign. The organization
considers these teenagers to be prisoners of
conscience and calls for their immediate and
unconditional release.

Yuval Oron-Ofir was jailed for the
third time on 14 December. The 19-year-old
explained his reasons for refusing to enlist:
Tamar Katz, aged 19, has already spent
50 days in jail and is serving her third prison
sentence. In her declaration of refusal she
stated:
“I am not willing to become
part of an occupying army... I
am not willing to become one
of those holding the gun pointed
indiscriminately at Palestinian
civilians, and I do not believe
that such actions could bring
any change except ever more
antagonism and violence in our
region.”
She has been held in isolation and
deprived of family visits as punishment
for refusing to wear a military uniform in
prison.

Israeli teenagers jailed
for refusing to serve in
army
Amnesty International

18 December 2008—Peace activists in
Israel and around the world participated
today in a day of action to call on Israeli
authorities to release teenagers imprisoned
for refusing to serve in the army for reasons
of conscience.
Tamar Katz, Raz Bar-David Varon and
Yuval Oron-Ofir are three conscientious
objectors who are all serving their third
prison sentences. At least six other teenagers
– male and female – have been jailed in
recent months for refusing to enlist and at
least two more, both young women, are at
risk of imminent imprisonment.
Their refusal stems from their opposition
to the Israeli military occupation of the
Occupied Palestinian Territories (OPT) and
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when they later turn their hatred
towards me because of it. I wasn’t
born to serve as a soldier who
occupies another [people]… My
responsibility is to refuse.”

Eighteen-year-old Raz Bar-David
Varon, also serving her third prison term,
said on the day of her arrest:
“I have witnessed this army
demolishing,
shooting
and
humiliating people whom I did
not know… It hurts me when
people, Palestinians, are being so
brutally assaulted, and it hurts me

“There is another way, which is
not the way of war. This is the path
of dialogue, of understanding… of
peace. This is why I shall not join
an army behind whose actions I
cannot stand and whose behavior
I cannot justify.”
Teenagers who refuse to enlist because
they do not want to find themselves in a
situation where they may contribute to or
participate in committing human rights
abuses are generally sent to jail for months.
There is no civilian service alternative
to military draft in Israel and, although a
“conscience committee” exists within the
Israeli army, exemption is only usually
granted to those who refuse to serve on
religious grounds. Those who make it
known that they are unwilling to enlist on
grounds of conscience – because they are
pacifist or oppose the army’s practices in the
OPT – are routinely imprisoned.
At the same time, Israeli soldiers who
commit grave human rights violations,
including war crimes, such as unlawful
killings of unarmed civilians, reckless
shelling of densely populated residential
areas or wanton destruction of homes, are
routinely granted impunity.
“Such a policy sends the wrong message
to Israeli society and to young people in
particular,” said Donatella Rovera, Amnesty
International’s researcher on Israel and
the Occupied Palestinian Territories. “All
conscientious objectors should be given the
opportunity to present the grounds of their
objection to a decision-making body which
is impartial and independent.
“Amnesty International calls on the
Israeli authorities to ensure that such a
body is established, and in the meantime to
immediately and unconditionally release the
conscientious objectors currently detained
and not to imprison others.”

For Houston Information

Listen to Arab Voices Wednesdays at 7PM
on Houston’s KPFT 90.1 FM for information on actions you can join and to learn
more about the Palestinian/Israeli issue
from knowledgeable, caring people.

US War Resisters
Stand In Solidarity
With Shministim of
Israel

December 18, 2008— U.S. military
servicemembers and veterans who have
refused or are currently refusing to fight in
Iraq and Afghanistan, stand in solidarity
with the Shministim and urge others to
support them. This is their statement.
We are U.S. military servicemembers
and veterans who have refused or are
currently refusing to fight in Iraq and
Afghanistan.
We stand in solidarity with the Israeli
Shministim (Hebrew for 12th graders) who
are also resisting military service. About
100 Israeli high school students have signed
an open letter declaring their refusal to serve
in the Israeli army and their opposition to
“Israeli occupation and oppression policy
in the occupied territories and the territories
of Israel.” In Israel, military service is
mandatory for all graduating high school
seniors, and resisters face the possibility of
years in prison.
We have also refused to participate
in unjust acts of military aggression, and
many of us have gone to prison or currently
live with that possibility as a result. We
believe that resistance to unjust war is a
bold assertion of humanity in the face of
overwhelming violence.
The Global War on Terror, like the
Israeli occupation, is propped up by racism
and dehumanization and sets the stage for
never-ending war and occupation. We are
inspired by the brave refusal of our brothers
and sisters in Israel to take part in these
destructive policies, and we want to let them
know today, December 18th – the day of
international solidarity with the Shministim
– that they have our deepest respect and
support.
In Solidarity, Stephanie Atkinson,
Specialist, US Army Reserve. Went AWOL
to resist October 1990 deployment to Iraq.
Discharged in lieu of courts martial. (A
number of other US Resisters signed this
statement.)
This effort is “A Campaign by Jewish
Voice for Peace, In Solidarity with Israeli
Prisoners of Conscience” , which took
place worldwide on December 18, 2008.
It was the first time the Schministim had
received so much media attention.

Lunch in Damascus
by Uri Avnery

October 7, 2006 —Once, while traveling in
a taxi, I had an argument with the driver – a
profession associated in Israel with extreme
right-wing views. I tried in vain to convince
him of the desirability of peace with the
Arabs. In our country, which has never seen
a single day of peace in the last hundred
years, peace can seem like something
out of science fiction. Suddenly I had an
inspiration. “When we have peace,” I said,
“You can take your taxi in the morning and
go to Damascus, have lunch there with real
authentic Hummus and come back home in
the evening.”
He jumped at the idea. “Wow,” he
exclaimed, “If that happens, I shall take you
with me for nothing!” “And I shall treat you
to lunch,” I responded.
He continued to dream. “If I could go
to Damascus in my car, I could drive on
from there all the way to Paris!”

Jeffry Sachs: ‘The
U.S. failed Palestine
once again.’

Congress lacked the backbone
to vote Nay to AIPAC resolution
saying Israel is
“defending” itself.
(Need lots of elephants in this, too!)

by Vasilena Todorova, IMEMC News
June 26, 2007—U.S. and Israeli policies
supporting one faction, Fatah, while deeply
isolating the other, Hamas, have been in
contradiction to the democratic process
in the region that both nations ardently
promote, said Jeffrey Sachs in an opinion
piece in The Jordan Times.
While President Bush encouraged
Palestinian democracy, he openly favored
Fatah in the elections of January 2006. When
Hamas won, the US and Israel immediately
cut off funds to the newly elected
government, including even Israel’s transfer
of Palestine’s own customs revenues, which
Israel collects as the occupying authority
in control of the borders, said Sachs. Such
policies set the course for a violent upset in
the occupied territories.
“It is important that we recognize the
source of America’s failure, because it keeps
recurring, making peace between Israel and
P
Palestine more difficult,” said Sachs.
“The roots of failure lie in the US and
Israeli governments’ belief that military
force and financial repression can lead to
peace on their terms, rather than accepting
a compromise on terms that the Middle
East, the rest of the world and, crucially,
most Israelis and Palestinians, accepted long
ago.”
Sachs suggested that one realistic
possibility for peace would be Israel’s
return to its 1967-borders and economic
arrangements for a viable Palestinian state
including access to trade routes, water
supplies, and other essential needs.
Despite discussions and promises in the
past decade, Israel has clearly refused to
withdraw to these borders and to recognize
the political pressure of the hundreds
of thousands of settlers in Palestinian
territories, the economist argued. In past
peace discussions the U.S. and Israel have
managed to come up with plans to protect
and sustain the existence of these illegal
compounds, especially those in the West
Bank, according to Sachs.
Despite Israel’s formal withdrawal
from Gaza, the state has complete control
over the borders, infrastructure, taxation,
and conducts regular military incursions
in the Strip, said Sachs. U.S. and Israeli
politics have pinned the two leading forces
in Palestine against each other, have further
separated Gaza from the West Bank, and
have trapped ordinary Palestinians in a state
of chaos and escalating violence.
“The problem is that hatred and
demographic changes are making, many
people believe even the two-state solution
impossible,” said Sachs. “My view is that
a two-state solution of peace and mutual
respect remains possible, but perhaps for not
much longer.”~ The Jordan Times.
A special advisor to UN SecretaryGeneral Kofi Annan and his successor
Ban Ki-moon, Jeffrey Sachs has been an
economic advisor to governments in Latin
America, Eastern Europe, the former Soviet
Union, Asia, and Africa.
He was also the director of the UN
Millennium Project. His work focuses on
problems of poverty, international debt,
disease control for the developing world. ~
IMEMC NEWS

Teacher in Gaza Witnesses Bombardment
By Ziad Medouk, as communicated to Hassane Zerrouky
Ziad Medouk is teacher of French in Gaza.
Having received a grant from the French
government and a visa delivered by the
French consul in Jerusalem, he was unable
to travel to France last October because
the Israeli authorities prevented him from
leaving Gaza. He managed to reach us,
yesterday morning, in an email that is a
veritable distress call. We reproduce it in
its entirety below. Then we reached him by
telephone. He testifies.
“Israel claims that their target is
Hamas. Then why is it that on Sunday
they bombarded the Faraya prison in
Gaza, where they know — and moreover
everyone knows — that the Fatah militants
of Mahmoud Abbas and other Palestinian
militants opposed to Hamas are detained.
Of course this building did shelter a Hamas
building, but I ask myself whether Israel
didn’t try to profit from the situation to rid
itself also of prisoners opposed to Hamas. In
any case, the population didn’t take kindly
to the fact that Hamas did not decide to free
these prisoners, once the air strikes began.”
Yesterday, the whole night, the
bombardment continued. They were more
and more intense. The Israeli army is in
the process of destroying Gaza, they bomb
everything: houses, stores, and warehouses
are destroyed. We don’t sleep any more.
Especially the children (Ziad has four
children) . This morning (Tuesday) sixteen
missiles fell on the city in less than an
hour. The complex housing the Ministries
of Labor, of Finance, of Public Works,
and Interior are largely destroyed. The day
before, it was the Islamic University that
was hit by several missiles. Five of the
fifteen buildings were completely destroyed.
Al-Aqsa University, where I work, situated
nearby, was also damaged. Happily there
were no students there, but some guardians
and employees. Here, also, why target an
educational complex? In what sense is it a
menace to Israel?
The streets are empty. No one goes out,
and if one does, it’s to go to the cemetery to

bury one’s neighbors and friends, or to find
provisions. Because of the week-long strike
that everyone observed, but mainly because
of the bombardment, nobody goes to work.
Only the medical and nursing professions,
the ambulance drivers and civil protection
personnel are active. They are overwhelmed
by the situation, and, despite being aided by
the population, they don’t manage to do
what would be necessary. The hospitals
and health centers, open day and night, are
overwhelmed. Ambulances and personal
vehicles are continually coming and
going. Adults, children, bloody bodies, are
dropped off. There are more than 400 dead
and 2,000 hospitalized wounded (those who
have minor wounds are not counted, and
return to their homes after first aid).
Businesses and stores are closed. Only
the bakeries are open. Early in the morning,
despite the bombs, long waiting lines form.
Bread is rationed, and is becoming scarce.
Everything is lacking, especially medicine
and milk products for the children, and milk
itself is becoming scarce.
Don’t believe the images projected
by Israeli propaganda affirming that
trucks carrying merchandise are permitted
to enter Gaza. From yesterday to today, the
Israeli army permitted four semi-trailers
to pass! There were 300 per day prior to
June 2007 when the Israeli blockade of
Gaza began. Do you think that four trucks
are enough to feed one and a half million
inhabitants ? It’s atrocious, it’s horrible how
we are living. And all that the international
community finds to say is that Israel has the
right to defend itself! Against whom? The
blockade, which was more a military siege,
and these bombardments, are nothing other
than a war against the Palestinian people.
That’s what we believe here. And it’s the
population that is paying the price. And if
this continues, we will go headlong into
a humanitarian catastrophe.~ ORIGINAL
FRENCH ARTICLE : Prof de français à
Gaza, il témoigne, Translated dimanche 4
janvier 2009, par Henry Crapo

Statement of Israeli
Women

by Israeli Women’s Organizations

We women’s organizations from a broad
spectrum of political views demand an end
to the bombing and other tools of death, and
call for the immediate start of deliberations
to talk peace and not make war. The dance
of death and destruction must come to an
end.
We demand that war no longer be an
option, nor violence a strategy, nor killing
an alternative. The society we want is one
in which every individual can lead a life of
security – personal, economic, and social.
It is clear that the highest price is paid
by women and others from the periphery
– geographic, economic, ethnic, social,
and cultural – who now, as always, are
excluded from the public eye and dominant
discourse.
The time for women is now. We
demand that words and actions be
conducted in another language. ~ AhotiFor Women in Israel, Anuar- Jewish and
Arab Women Leadership, Artemis- Economic
Society for Women’ Aswat- Palestinian Gay
Women, Bat Shalom, Coalition of Women
for Peace, Economic Empowerment for
Women, Feminancy: College for Women’s
Empowerment, Feminist Activist Group
– Jerusalem, Feminist Activist Group – Tel
Aviv International Women’s Commission:
Israeli Branch, Isha L’Isha- Haifa Feminist
Center, Itach: Women Lawyers for Social
Justice, Kol Ha-Isha- Jerusalem Women’s
Center, Mahut Center- Information,
Guidance and Employment for Women,
Shin Movement- Equal Representation
for Women, Supportive CommunityWomen’s Business Development Center,
TANDI – Movement of Democratic
Women for Israel, Tmura: The Israeli
Antidiscrimination Legal Center, University
against Harassment – Tel Aviv, Women and
their Bodies, Women’s Parliament, Women’s
Spirit- Financial Independence for Women
Victims of Violence

What could Israel have done
instead?
Israel could have spent the 4-5 months of
calm under the June ceasefire [the ceasefire
was 6 months but began to unravel in
November, even so throughout the six
months there were no Israeli casualties]
working, with international support, to
deepen the ceasefire. Of course Israel had
to plan to defend itself and build its military
and was rightly concerned that Hamas
was strengthening its own capacity. One
important component of the June deal was
that Israel would ease the blockade on Gaza.
This, however, never happened, and the
humanitarian situation in Gaza was allowed
to deteriorate. Had Israel eased the blockade,
it would have created deeper incentives for
Hamas and the Palestinian people to renew
the ceasefire, giving civilians in Gaza a
tangible sense that they had more to lose in
a military confrontation.
Israel would have benefitted from
encouraging more effective mediation
channels to Hamas through others, like
Turkey and Qatar, instead of relying
exclusively on Egypt. Similarly, Israel
could have sought greater external pressure
from Egypt and the United States to stop
weapons from entering Gaza, particularly
Continued on p. 8
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through the tunnels, while simultaneously
improving defense systems and shelters in
the south. More regularly opening crossings
into and out of the Strip would have
decreased the tunnel phenomenon, which
currently benefits and strengthens Hamas
and hurts civilians the most.
At the same time, Israel could have
been working to improve conditions on the
ground in the West Bank, including halting
settlement expansion and easing check
point restrictions on Palestinian freedom
of movement. These steps would have
shown the Palestinian people the benefits
of working for peaceful change through
diplomacy. ~ J Street

Gaza by the Numbers
Posted by Zahir Janmohamed

December 30, 2009—Humanitarian
Assistance: Movement in and out of Gaza
is all but impossible and supplies of food,
water, sewage treatment, basic health
care have been drastically affected by the
blockade of aid. Food prices are rising and
wheat, flour, baby milk, and rose 34%, 30%,
and 20.5% respectively during the period
May-June 2007 alone.
Prior to the blockade (implemented
after Hamas took over total adminstration
over Gaza in June 2007), around 250 trucks
carrying aid entered Gaza each day. / As of
March 2008, that number was reduced to
45. According to UN figures reported in the
Guardian, that number dropped to just 5 in
December.
Most recently, the Israeli government
prevented a Libyan ship carrying 3000 tons
of aid from entering Gaza.
Poverty and Dependency on Food
Aid: Number of people living in absolute
poverty in Gaza in 2008: 80% / Number of
people living in absolute poverty in Gaza
in 2006: 63% / In 2007, households were
spending 62% of their income on food. /
In 2004, households were spending 37% of
their income on food.
As of March 2008, there were over
1.1 million people—three quarters of
Gaza—who are dependent on food aid. In
less than ten years, the numbers of families
who depending on UNRWA food aid has
increased ten-fold
Unemployment: In June 2005, there
were 3,900 factories in Gaza employing
35,000 people. / In December 2007, there
were just 195, employing only 1,700./
Unemployment is close to 40%. / 40,000
agriculture works who depend on cash crops
now have no income. / In September 2000,
24,000 Gazans crossed into Israel to seek
cheap labor. Now that number is zero.
Schools, Electricity, Medical Supplies:
In January 2008, UNICEF reported that
schools in Gaza had been cancelling classes
that required high energy consumption like
IT, science lab, and extra-curricular classes.
Hospitals cannot generate electricity to
keep lifesaving equipment working or to
generate oxygen, while 40-50 million liters
of sewage continues to pour into the sea
daily. / Hospitals are currently experiencing
power cuts lasting for 8-12 hours a day. /
There is currently a 60-70 percent shortage
reported in the diesel required for hospital
power generators.
According to the World Health
Organization, the proportion of patients
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given permits to exit Gaza for medical
care dropped from 89.3% in January 2007
to 64.3% in December 2007. / Many of
those who are given permits are blocked at
the crossing itself. In October 2007 alone,
the WHO confirmed that 20 patients died
because they were denied access to refereal
services. Five of these deaths were children.
In speaking about the current wave of
violence, Israel’s ambassador to the United
Nations, Gabriela Shalev pledged that Israel
will “destroy completely” the “terrorist
gang.”
But the facts show that much more than a
“terrorist gang” is being destroyed in Gaza.
~ Unless otherwise indicated, all facts in this
post are from the report “The Gaza Strip: A
Humanitarian implosion” co-authored by
Amnesty International, Oxfam, Medcins de
Monde UK, CAFOD, Save the Children UK,
TroCAIRE, CARE, and Christian Aid.

‘The True Story
Behind This War’
by Johann Hari

The Huffington Post, Dec. 28, 2008—
The world isn’t just watching the Israeli
government commit a crime in Gaza; we are
watching it self-harm.
This morning, and tomorrow morning,
and every morning until this punishmentbeating ends, the young people of the Gaza
Strip are going to be more filled with hate,
and more determined to fight back, with
stones or suicide-vests or rockets.
Israel’s
leaders
have
convinced
themselves the harder you beat the
Palestinians, the softer they will become.
But when this is over, the rage against
Israelis will have hardened, and the same
old compromises will still be waiting by the
roadside of history, untended and unmade.
To understand how frightening it is
to be a Gazan this morning, you need to
have stood in that small slab of concrete
by the Mediterranean and smelled the
claustrophobia. The Gaza Strip is smaller
than the Isle of Wight, but it is crammed with
1.5 million people who can never leave.
They live out their lives on top of each
other in vast sagging tower blocks, jobless
and hungry. From the top floor, you can
often see the borders of their world: the
Mediterranean Sea, and the Israeli barbed
wire. When bombs begin to fall -- as are
doing now with more deadly force than on
any day since 1967 -- there is nowhere to
hide.
There will now be a war over the story
of this war. The Israeli government says:
we withdrew from Gaza in 2005, and in
return we got Hamas and Qassam rockets
being rained on our cities. Some 16 civilians
have been murdered. How many more are
we supposed to sacrifice? It is a plausible
narrative, and there are shards of truth in it
-- but it is also filled with holes.
If we want to understand the reality and
really stop the rockets, we need to rewind a
few years, and view the runway to this war
dispassionately.
The Israeli government did indeed
withdraw from the Gaza Strip in 2005 -- in
order to be able to intensify control of the
West Bank. Ariel Sharon’s senior advisor
Dov Weisglass was unequivocal about this,
explaining: “The disengagement [from
Gaza] is actually formaldehyde. It supplies
the amount of formaldehyde that’s necessary
so that there will not be a political process

Bianca Jaeger leads march in London on January 9, 2009. Photo Andy
with the Palestinians ... Effectively,
this whole package that is called ‘the
Palestinian state’ has been removed from
our agenda indefinitely.”
Ordinary Palestinians were horrified
by this, and by the fetid corruption of
their own Fatah leaders -- so they voted
for Hamas. It certainly wouldn’t have
been my choice -- an Islamist party is
antithetical to all my convictions -- but
we have to be honest. It was a free and
democratic election, and it was not a
rejection of a two-state solution. The
most detailed polling of Palestinians, by
the University of Maryland, found that
72 percent want a two-state solution on
the 1967 borders, while fewer than 20
percent want to reclaim the whole of
historic Palestine. So, partly in response
to this pressure, Hamas offered Israel a
long ceasefire and a de facto acceptance
of two states, if only Israel would return
to its legal borders.
Rather than seize this opportunity
and test their sincerity, the Israeli
government reacted by punishing
the entire civilian population. They
announced they were blockading the
Gaza Strip in order to “pressure” its
people to reverse the democratic process.
They surrounded the Strip and refused to
let anyone or anything out. They let in a
small trickle of food, fuel and medicine
-- but not enough for survival.
Weisglass quipped the Gazans were
being “put on a diet.” According to
Oxfam, this November only 137 trucks
of food were allowed into Gaza this – to
feed 1.5 million people. The UN says
poverty has reached an “unprecedented
level.” When I was last in besieged
Gaza, I saw hospitals turning away
the sick because their machinery and
medicine was running out. I met hungry
children stumbling around the streets,
scavenging for food.
It was in this context – under
collective punishment designed to topple
a democracy – that some forces within
Gaza did something immoral: they fired
Qassam rockets indiscriminately at
Israeli cities. These rockets have killed
16 ordinary Israeli citizens. This is
abhorrent: targeting civilians is always
murder. But it is hypocritical for the
Israeli government to claim now to
speak out for the safety of civilians when
they have been terrorizing civilians as a
matter of state policy.
European and American governments
are responding with a lop-sidedness that
ignores these realities. They say that
Israel cannot be expected to negotiate
under rocket-fire, but they demand the

Palestinians do so under siege in Gaza and
violent military occupation in the West Bank.
Before it falls down the memory hole,
we should remember that last week, Hamas
offered a ceasefire in return for basic and
achievable compromises. Don’t take my
word for it. According to the Israeli press,
Yuval Diskin, the current head of the Israeli
security services Shin Bet, “told the Israeli
cabinet [on the 23rd] that Hamas is interested
in continuing the truce, but wants to improve
its terms.” Diskin explained Hamas was
requesting two things: an end to the blockade,
and an Israeli ceasefire on the West Bank. The
cabinet – high with election-fever, and eager to
appear tough – rejected these terms.
The core of the situation has been starkly
laid out by Ephraim Halevy, the former head
of Mossad. He says that while Hamas – like
much of the Israeli right – dreams of driving
their opponents away, “they have recognized
this ideological goal is not attainable, and
will not be in the foreseeable future.” Instead,
“they are ready and willing to see the
establishment of a Palestinian state in the
temporary borders of 1967.”
They are aware this means they “will
have to adopt a path that could lead them far
from their original goals” – and towards a
long-term peace based on compromise. The
rejectionists on both sides – from Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad to Bibi Netanyahu – would
then be marginalized. It is the only path that
could yet end in peace – but it is the Israeli
government who refused to choose it. Halevy
explains: “Israel, for reasons of its own, did
not want to turn the ceasefire into the start of a
diplomatic process with Hamas.”
Why would Israel act this way? The
Israeli government wants peace, but only
one imposed on its own terms, based on the
acceptance of defeat by the Palestinians. It
means they can keep the slabs of the West
Bank on ‘their’ side of the wall. It means
they keep the largest settlements, and control
of the water supply. And it means a divided
Palestine, with responsibility for Gaza hived
off to Egypt, and the broken-up West Bank
standing alone.
Negotiations threaten this vision: they
would require Israel to give up more than it
wants to. But an imposed peace will be no
peace at all: it will not stop the rockets or the
rage. For real safety, Israel will have to talk
to the people it is blockading and bombing
today – and compromise with them.
The sound of Gaza burning should be
drowned out by the words of the Israeli writer
Larry Derfner. He says: “Israel’s war with
Gaza has to be the most one-sided on earth
... If the point is to end it, or at least begin to
end it, the ball is not in Hamas’ court – it’s in
ours.”~ Johann Hari, is a correspondent with
the Independent (UK) newspaper.

